We use the algebra of charges and their time derivatives, PCAC, and 
In this paper we discuss the possible solutions of such sets of equations and analyse their algebraic properties, restricting ourselves only to forward (t=O) amplitudes. We have reached the following conclusions:
(a) If all t=O superconvergence and current algebra sum rules for the scattering of pions on a given hadron x are saturated by states forming an irreducible representation of the SU(2) X SU(2) algebra of charges, the complete set of equations in the masses and coupling constants has a unique non-trivial solution, in the limit of zero pion mass. We use the following set of assumptions:
1. The vector and axial vector charges Q1 and QG (i=1,2,3) obey the equal time commutation relations of the chiral SU(2) X SU(2) algebra (6), 2. The time derivatives of Q$t) satisfy:
where
and is therefore a pure isoscalar (7) .
3. The matrix elements of the divergence of the axial vector current are dominated by the pion pole (PCAC).
4. The high energy behavior for all isospin and helicity amplitudes for fl-x scattering at t=O is given by the Regge theory expression s aI(O where CZ (0) is the t=O intercept of the leading meson trajectory with iso-I spin I and i!h is the difference between the t-channel helicities of the two x-particles (81,
We discuss here only the example of rr-p scattering which exhibits most of the interesting features of the complete set of sum rules. Our results can be extended to the full SU(3) X SU(3) case or to other scattering processes such as n-C or n-N* scattering without any difficulty.
Details of these calculations will be presented elsewhere.
We write the n-p scattering amplitude in the form 0):
Tb,t ) = (sl.P)(s2-P)A(s,t) We find that at t=O:
where: We have used PCAC in deriving at least two of the five independent sum rules. We will therefore study the self-consistency of the complete set of equations only in the limit m R= 0. We realize that the superconvergence relations (9), (12) and (13) can be derived without taking this limit. We find, however, that the overall consistency of the saturaext tion assumption requires rnn = 0 even if we consider only the superconvergence relations.
This may mean that to the extent that these relations
give symmetry results, they do so only because of their connection to the algebra of currents. If this is really the case, we clearly have to consider all our sum rules in the limit implied by PCAC or by vector meson dominance which are the crucial links between the algebra of weak and electromagnetic currents and the strong interaction sum rules. Notice, however, that whenever the pion appears as an intermediate state, its mass is not necessarily zero, and we consider it as an additional physical quantity.
We now proceed to discuss the saturation problem. We choose Eqs. (7) 
We The contribution of the A2, as calculated from its experimental width, is relatively small in all cases P-0) .
We have shown that the set of sum rules for forward amplitudes, obtained from a Regge'-type high energy behavior, the algebra of specific assumptions on the absence of I=2 components, 15. Our analysis of the matrix elements of Q 5 and D applies to the sum rules
and (11) 
